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	The Job Closer: Time-Saving Techniques for Acing Resumes, Interviews, Negotiations, and More, 9781984856968 (1984856960), Ten Speed Press, 2021

	Prepare to be taken aback.





	My students and career center colleagues at Duke’s Fuqua School of

	Business know to expect this from me by now, but others may find my

	approaches…jarring.





	I happen to think that there’s a best way to do everything in the job

	search. Not a general best way, but a specific best way—a recipe, in other

	words—that different people can follow to create similarly tasty results.





	This is a surprisingly uncommon perspective in the job search world.

	For example, think back to the last job search article you read. Did it give

	you actual instructions to follow? Or did it suggest general tips that you’d

	have to convert into a plan of action yourself? I see way too much of the

	latter and basically none of the former. Tips are job search junk food—

	satisfying in the moment but lacking any real nutrition, repackaging

	conventional wisdom you’ve heard before into a slightly different format,

	making it seem new but adding no real value.





	It doesn’t have to be this way.





	Instructions for your job search are possible and frankly should be the

	norm. Aren’t job search experts in a better position to curate all of their

	tips into a usable format than overwhelmed job seekers conducting their

	first, second, or even tenth search?
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MRI of the Temporomandibular Joint: Correlation Between Imaging and PathologySpringer, 2019

	
		This book is the outcome of a fruitful, long-standing cooperation between expert radiologists and clinicians, and explains the most relevant features and technical requirements that are needed to optimally conduct and assess MR examinations for temporomandibular joint (TMJ) pathologies. TMJ conditions are increasingly gaining...



		

Don't Click on the Blue E! : Switching to FirefoxO'Reilly, 2005
For anyone who has grown disenchanted with Microsoft's Internet Explorer web browser, Don't Click on the Blue E! offers help.  It gives non-technical users a convenient roadmap for switching to a better web browser--Firefox.  As the only book that covers the switch to Firefox, this how-to guide is a must for all...

		

Pro Vue.js 2Apress, 2018

	Explore Vue.js to take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices using the fastest-growing framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. You will work with the power of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern on the client, creating a strong foundation for complex and rich web apps.
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Sams Teach Yourself Java in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2011

	 


	As the author of computer books, I spend a lot of time lurking in the computer

	section of bookstores, observing the behavior of readers while I’m

	pretending to read the latest issue of In Touch Weekly magazine.

	Because of my research, I’ve learned that if you have picked up this book...

		

Advanced Practice Nursing: Emphasizing Common RolesF. A. Davis Company, 2004

	Prepare your graduate students to take leadership roles inthe future of Advance Practice Nursing. The author address the major issuesfacing Advanced Practice Nursing today from a collective perspective thatbegins with its historical roots and progresses to contemporary concerns andtrends. This approach enables APNs to understanding the...


		

2D Game Building for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Bring your video game ideas to life with 2D Game Building for Teens! Written for anyone with an interest in creating video games, this book will show you how to use the Torque Game Builder, a simple drag-and-drop game engine, to make your very own games to play and share. Following easy-to- understand techniques and directions, you?ll work...
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